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Abstract
The use of animals in scientific experimentation causes a dual
reaction between those who defend the use of non-human
animals to certify practices and experimental processes, and
those who are against of the use of animals based on the
ethical principle of respect to other forms of life. The
implementation of alternatives to the use of animals for
experimentation has had its equilibrium point regarding the
two former fronts, in the Russell’s Rs (Reduction, Refinement
and Replacement) [2]. The behavior study has became the
main tool to transform the animal-world vision, especially of
those animals used for scientific experimentation, which were
before seen as machines; and in a slow but firm manner, such
a conception has been turned into ethical principles for the
animal handling in research [5]. Rats and mice are currently
the most used animals in the scientific search. There are
behavioral parameters known of wild animals, but in dealing
with specific strains, Latin America’s studies area scarce. This
is the reason why an ethological evaluation program on the
species Rattus Novergicus (Wistar) and Mus Musculus (BALB
/c – C57BL/6) [4], spf animals (Specific Pathogens Free) of
the laboratory of biological reagents of Biotechnology
Institute from Universidad Nacional de Colombia was started.
It has been chosen the video record system by a laptop
computer and a web camera because it offers a reliable and
cost-effective follow up, and in addition it is a non distraction
element for the animals under observation. Both the rats and
mice are placed in a micro-environment (box one cage) with
permanent food and drink [1], and by the time of being
submitted under observation, the video system is placed at a
distance of approximately 2 meters away. Such a system
allows that the collected data are based on an activity in place
without any human presence and for the time esteemed by the
researcher.
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The collected information is unified in ethograms, and there
the data are discriminated in behavioral patterns, specific units
of both individual and group action, adaptability conditions
and a brief description of the observed actions [3]. Finally,
action-time frequencies of the behavioral units are established.
Up to now low aggressive levels in mice and non-existent
levels in rats are found, also found are the high preference in
the use of enrichment tools and high interaction between
individuals, as well as the establishment of activity “times” for
feeding, nattiness and rest, with scarce modification under
alteration external conditions, which is a sign of high
adaptability. With this information, patterns of improvement
and attention are generated for the animals’ well-being in our
laboratory and so to guarantee a responsible and ethical
management, so as to strengthen the Russell-Burch’s
Reduction, Refinement and Replacement principles.
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